
The Good Chi Download 
by Jacob Schaffer


“To provide restorative energy through authentic expression.”


	 The Good Chi Download acknowledges both logic and the mystery in its commitment to 
restore balance and equilibrium to the surrounding world. With humble gratitude for all the 
knowledge and discoveries passed down through all cultures and millennium, the mystery would 
not be spoken of without firsthand experience. Evidence of the mystery is most easily accessible 
within one’s own conscious efforts in the likes of a personal internal scientific method.


There is no doubt that this world is changing, as it is and always was…  
So be it. 

A Changing World 

	 Duality is hyper-present now as paradigms old and new co-exist on our planet, 
whether they like it or not. This point in history seems to be like no other known to 
humankind. It is even said that ancient civilizations predicted this current future to be a 
significant moment. Beyond our focused conditionings, how can we see Now for what 
it truly is?  


While science advances, our intellect begins to logically explain the formations of the 
micro to the macro of our natural world and cosmos beyond. Still, tuned into 
something unconditionally mystic and archetypal, there are indigenous tribes living with 
no contact to the modern world and its economic civilization as we know it. These 
perceptions of reality itself are unimaginably different. Think about it… 


Each to their own, there is a humanity living to feel connected to something beyond 
personal identity, whether it be tribe, family, community, national, worldwide or spiritual 
understanding. 


If not to believe in a greater power beyond the physical, there is a sensitive yearning for 
evidence at least. What great secrets do we all hold? It is not to be taken that either 
way is right or wrong. And within these split worlds, there are further fractals of 
division. Political Party vs Political Party. Tribe vs Tribe. The People vs The Powers That 
Be. This goes on and on… 


All hold truths to benefit the whole. If one can choose to view this whole world as it is 
from a state of neutrality, then it is a very exciting time to be alive. There is an 
abundance to gain inspiration from and more personal liberties than ever before.




Much work is to be done for a better future for all. In the case of duality, there is always 
another side. Each perception is a world of its own. However many worlds there are to 
co-exist, how can we blend the best of both?


The Good Chi Vibration 

	 It is safe to say that light is a primary source of Life itself as we know it to be. 
Thank you to the Sun which allows us to live every day on our planet Earth. Light does 
not exist without darkness. Therefore there is a respect the light must have for the dark. 


What happens when light shines into the darkness? 
This is Good Chi. Restorative energy provided through authentic expression. 


Though it shines a light to dissipate the darkness, it may never destroy. This is the 
honor of the Good Chi Vibration.


Imagine a star floating in the void of space. Its light projects outward in 360° spherical 
ray. This is the action of Good Chi. An outward energy expansion. Good Chi shows up 
and brings a restorative affect to the surrounding world.


The Duality of Good Chi: The Space In Between 

	 ‘Good’ implies a sense of ease and peaceful well-being. Good acknowledges the 
existence of ‘Bad’, which implies a sense of dis-ease and suffering.


Chi is said to be neutral. Neither ‘Good’ nor ‘Bad’. It is the energy of Life itself, a 
universal force of Nature. It can’t ‘necessarily’ be seen, but its entity can be felt. Aren’t 
you alive? There is life force energy running through you. Have you ever observed a 
dead body or organism with the absence of this life force energy? In this subtle way chi 
is as visible as the light of day. With training and mastery its energetic presence can be 
cultivated and even displayed. In respects to this ancient cross-cultural understanding, 
this energy is referred commonly using different words such as qi and prana, among 
others.


It is chosen to refer to ‘Good Chi’ as “good” to access a relatable feeling and vibration 
in the human psyche. Aligned in duality, the presence of “good” acknowledges the 
other world of existence. At both is neutrality. The presence of Good Chi is 
restorative. Imagine what appears to be the eyes of the famous 

Yin Yang symbol. 


To rest fully inside the light eye residing in the dark side. Ultimately 
restoring balance to the universal energies that be. This is Good Chi. 




This does not imply that Good Chi is surrounded by darkness. It is the light vibration 
itself which is ‘Good Chi’. No matter where and how this energy is being provided, it 
acts as an agent of change to restore harmony and peace to where it is needed. 


Good Chi is an equilibrium energy transference that arrives through authentic 
expression in various and endless forms of abundance.  

All who wish to tap into this light can be a conduit of Good Chi for the world around us. 
Welcome & Thank you!


The Good Chi Golden Rule 

Though it shines a light and dissipates the darkness, Good Chi may never destroy!!! 

Although restorative energy creates an effect of change, the intention of Good Chi is 
always to provide balance and never to destroy something that feels less than 
desirable. 


Shine your light of authentic expression and allow Nature to take its course, for this is 
Good Chi.


No matter how much a conduit feels passionate about creating change in the world or 
in the lives of other’s, the intent shall never be to create change by force, for this is 
manipulation and manipulation is not Good Chi. 


Remember: Shine your light of authentic expression and allow Nature to take its 
course, for this is Good Chi. A way of the natural expression of things.


Through The Light From The Shadow: Balance Within And Without 

	 To step into the light, one must fully allow their darkness. This does not mean to 
act from darkness. It means to acknowledge its existence rather than to suppress it. 
Find healthy ways to honestly confront and release your shadow. In other words shine 
a curious light on the dark energies that appear tucked away in the subconscious and 
unconscious mind. Suppression like oppression leads to a whole mess of imbalances.


To become whole and solid in self understanding is the truest path to authenticity. To 
trust in the cultivation and embodiment of the authentic self is the way. Be a light that 
shines no matter where it is. Respect and confront the shadow’s darkness with love 
and patience. Resistance is futile for true healing to take place.




To embody authentic expression, one must not be afraid: to be themselves, to 
reprogram from a conditioned society, to stand out, to speak freely, to love themselves, 
to love those who are different, to change, to heal. Feel what you feel and transmute 
what no longer serves your highest potential. Whatever served to protect you in the 
past that would now only hold you back, may you have the power to let it go and shed 
those layers for good.


Don’t be afraid to confront the shadow.

Feel it... 

Face it...

Acknowledge the emotions. 

Observe it all.

It’s only a message in communication from the self.

It guides the way.

Feel it... Don’t fight it. 

Face it... Don’t analyze it. 

Breathe....

Be your reality NOW


BAD THINGS HAPPEN.


Great things are happening!!! Great things happen! Great things have happened.


NOW is where you are. Wake up to your moment as a matter of fact. 


All Is Vibration 

Vibration Is Responsibility 

We are responsible for cultivating our own vibrations. Our vibrations are responsible for 
the reactions around us. We can’t always control what surrounds us, but we are all 
granted the power of focus. 


Focus 

Focus maintains vibration. Focus deflects unwanted vibration. We focus on things we 
love. We focus on things that we’d rather not think about. Sometimes we lose track of 
what we are even focusing on… Whether we are aware of it or not we are ALWAYS 
focused on something(s).




Auto-pilot focus must be a kind of survival mechanism, but focus can be trained as a 
muscle and this strengthens the vibration you emit to the world around you. In order to 
offer a Good Chi vibration, one must take responsibility over their focus. 


Ownership over thyself. We are malleable by design. Outside agenda’s are always 
attempting to take our focus. 


All is vibration. Matter can be argued philosophically as to never be truly solid, on the 
most micro of levels. You see something and your brain chemically reacts to show your 
vision this perception. All is malleable by its surroundings in the most obvious and 
subtle ways. 


Take all levels of existence into consideration…


How else are we changed in every moment by all that surrounds us? How in every 
moment do we effect our environment? 


Take all levels of existence into consideration…


Curiosity is the key to owning your own focus. Who and what has your focus? To be 
inspired is one thing. To have your focus overthrown is another. Do you want to be 
transformed by surrender or by conscious choice?


To emit a Good Chi vibration, one must find their authentic vibration for the betterment 
of all. Return to the self for the greater good. This is a daily commitment. 


Fractal Focus: The Answers Lie Within The Mystery 

	 That which is visibly perceived is a reflection of light. All that is perceived creates 
a reaction. Light is vibration. Vibration is sound. 


In the center of The Universe is a deep hum. Within you is the center of The Universe. 


As above so below. As within so without. The demise of duality or the dual balance of 
oneness? Wherever there is one, there is a fractal. The fractal is never ending. A spiral 
that spirals. It has a center, but it has no ending. To end is to begin. Will it ever truly 
end? 


The answers lie within the mystery.




Love and Fear: Choose Your Power 

	 In a dualistic world there must be an opposing force to love. 


How many would say hate is love’s polar opposite? This is questionable. Hate creates 
many things, but what creates hate? 


One could argue the deeper root of hate is: FEAR. 


As is Love, Fear is a reaction. 


Consciously or unconsciously, fear is used as an individual survival mechanism and a 
perpetuation of conditioning across societies. Fear creates stagnation. Fear is a cancer. 
Fear is a destroyer. Yes, destruction brings an end for new beginnings, but destruction 
through force goes hand in hand with suffering.


As a super nova may turn into a blackhole destroying everything around it, this is the 
potential of fear, the inverse power of the heart.


A heart in fear acts inwards. This stagnation can attack the body and even implode. 
This perceived inward reflection effects the outside world around it on various levels, 
spreading its vibration in the most obvious and subtle ways. All is vibration. Vibration is 
responsibility.


Choose your power wisely. Avoid suffering and find your power through the 
vibration of love. 

Morality: The Gift of Conscious Choice 

	 The morality of the universe is seemingly neutral. No matter how corrupt they may 
be, powerful leaders in the name of “God(s)” tend to prevail and conquer. Free Will in 
line with a divine belief seems to have dominating power regardless of intent for the 
greater good. What is it about believing in something beyond that grants such power to 
human potential? From evil authoritarian governments to the inspiring strength of an 
olympian. What by the majority’s inner eye creates one as the tyrant and one as the 
hero? 


Morality is the heart based compass within duality for judgement between good 
doings and misdeeds. 



Light and The Dark 

Light dissipates the darkness.


Objects in the way of the path create the dark. Absolute darkness is only reached by 
cutting the source of the light.


What is the true source of light?  
The answers lie within The Mystery… 

	 As cliché as it sounds, love is the answer. Love is connection. Love is natural. 
Love can feel inherently overwhelming… or beyond the filters of conditioning, may it be 
the path of least resistance always? 


Love creates many things, but what creates love? 


Love is a reaction… 


~ Or is LOVE a neutral state? ~


The true answer lies within the mystery. 

The All contains the balance


The balance contains the potential for imbalance


Free will is a factor of imbalance


One’s will combined with The Way is creation at its purest. 


Good Chi is an act to establish balance and in turn create harmony.


An impassive way to truth and authentic liberation. 


Communicate freely with everybody!


Open your heart to the special ones around you.


See where they go with you.


The path of least resistance




is NOW.


The true answer lies within the mystery. 

 

Initiation Download: Words Solidify Vibration 

Good Chi leads by example and works in both obvious and mysterious ways. 


Help dream a new world into existence. The true heart vibration has absolute power 
over the 3rd dimension and where it expands. Protect us from the inverse powers of 
the heart. All is vibration. Vibration is responsibility.


A heart in high vibration has the power to create beyond physical action.


By the vibration of Good Chi we are not here to destroy, we are here to understand. We 
are here to help and awaken by restoring peace by neutrality.


Every thought in every moment is a creator. Words solidify vibration.


To trust and love 
To breakthrough to truth 
Let truth be not what you are searching for, but what you live. 

Actions solidify vibration.


Creative thought is ‘God’ manifesting itself. Allow this to your Self. 


You are granted access!!!


Ownership to a piece of it all… Congratulations! Why not??


Huge and humble at the same time… Your presence is a reflection of everything and 
merely nothing at all.


A vibration in good chi reflects that of the authentic self expression. Surround your self 
in this to be cultivated in your own destiny.


See how others react. Give them the time they need on the path of least resistance. All 
love flows from multiple streams. To bond is to unite the One. There is no need to fear 
or grieve what never was. 


Words are powerful creators. 

Thoughts are magnets. 




Words solidify vibration.  

There is a spiritualized selfishness that replenishes the Oneness. 

Learn your lessons and move on. There is no need to linger. 


Make decisions on intentions. Commit to yourself. Allow it. 


The moment is where it all is. Always here now. 


There is a spiritualized selfishness that replenishes the Oneness. 

Smiles make a happy heart.


Do you want it? 
See if you can have it.  
Then see what actually happens…  
React accordingly to your soul’s abundance. 

Inner harmony achieved… 

That is the secret.


This blissful orgasmic feeling that is love! It goes beyond sex. It goes beyond borders. 
It goes beyond creed. Beyond ego. Beyond the ego’s ego. 


Love can be eternally tapped into at any moment. Illusion of mind is a real part of the 
human design. This can be broken free from at any moment instantaneously if you will 
it.


Wake up to the moment where you really are as a matter of fact!


Focus breath on intention. Direct love in the moment’s passing. 


Believe fully in your sacred heart.  

To belittle yourself is to die slowly.  
To shine your light is the live fully.  
Fractal the moment by moment.  



Direct your ALL attention to love.  Fear is DEAD!!! 
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DEAD!!! 




